Single-Use Permission Agreement to Reproduce Copyrighted Images

Dear Photograph Imaging Center,

The Georgia Historical Society ("GHS") hereby enters this Agreement between GHS and ___________________________ ("User"). This Agreement gives User permission to make one print copy from the image(s) on this CD. All images are owned by the Georgia Historical Society and are available to User for one-time non-exclusive use. Altering the image beyond standard cropping and resizing is prohibited.

Only single prints can be made. Any further copies made by User will be considered a violation of this Agreement and GHS’s Copyright in its images. Such violations may result in GHS seeking any and all monetary damages and injunctive relief provided for under Federal Copyright law at 17 U.S.C. § 101 et seq.

This letter must be submitted to you within 15 days of the date shown below. If not provided within 15 days, do not reproduce copies of the GHS copyrighted images on this CD. Should the date below appear to have been tampered with in any way, contact GHS before releasing prints to this customer. For questions or verbal confirmation of permission please call the Director of the Library and Archives at the Georgia Historical Society, at 912-651-2125, during the following business hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

______________________________________
User Signature                                  GHS Signature/ Title

______________________________________
User Name (Please Print)

______________________________________
Date